Combined Fenton and starvation therapies using hemoglobin and glucose oxidase.
Separately, Fenton and starvation cancer therapies have been recently reported as impressive methods for tumor destruction. Here, we introduce natural hemoglobin and glucose oxidase (GOx) for efficient cancer treatment following combined Fenton and starvation therapies. GOx and hemoglobin were encapsulated in zeolitic imidazolate frameworks 8 (ZIF-8) to fabricate a pH-sensitive MOF activated by tumor acidity. In the slightly acidic environment of cancer cells, GOx is released and it consumes d-glucose and molecular oxygen, nutrients essential for the survival of cancer cells, and produces gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide, respectively. The produced gluconic acid increases the acidity of the tumor microenvironment leading to complete MOF destruction and enhances hemoglobin and GOx release. The Fe ions from the heme groups of hemoglobin also release in the presence of both endogenous and produced H2O2 and generate hydroxyl radicals. The produced OH˙ radical can rapidly oxidize the surrounding biomacromolecules in the biological system and treat the cancer cells. In vitro experiments demonstrate that this novel nanoparticle is cytotoxic to cancer cells HeLa and MCF-7, at very low concentrations (<2 μg mL-1). In addition, the selectivity index values are 5.52 and 11.04 for HeLa and MCF-7 cells, respectively, which are much higher than those of commercial drugs and those of similar studies reported by other research groups. This work thus demonstrates a novel pH-sensitive system containing hemoglobin and GOx for effective and selective cancer treatment using both radical generation and nutrient starvation.